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a b s t r a c t
Damage detection in structures is one of the research topics that have received growing interest in
research communities. While a number of damage detection and localization methods have been proposed, very few attempts have been made to explore the structure damage classiﬁcation problem. This
paper presents an Artiﬁcial Immune Pattern Recognition (AIPR) approach for the damage classiﬁcation
in structures. An AIPR-based structure damage classiﬁer has been developed, which incorporates several
novel characteristics of the natural immune system. The structure damage pattern recognition is
achieved through mimicking immune recognition mechanisms that possess features such as adaptation,
evolution, and immune learning. The damage patterns are represented by feature vectors that are
extracted from the structure’s dynamic response measurements. The training process is designed based
on the clonal selection principle in the immune system. The selective and adaptive features of the clonal
selection algorithm allow the classiﬁer to evolve its pattern recognition antibodies towards the goal of
matching the training data. In addition, the immune learning algorithm can learn and remember different
data patterns by generating a set of memory cells that contains representative feature vectors for each
class (pattern). The performance of the presented structure damage classiﬁer has been validated using
a benchmark structure proposed by the IASC–ASCE (International Association for Structural Control–
American Society of Civil Engineers) Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) Task Group and a three-story
frame provided by Los Alamos National Laboratory. The validation results show that the AIPR-based pattern recognition is suitable for structure damage classiﬁcation. The presented research establishes a fundamental basis for the application of the AIPR concepts in the structure damage classiﬁcation.
Ó 2009 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
The civil structures, such as bridges and buildings, play an
important role in people’s daily life. Maintaining safe and reliable
civil structures is important to the well being of all of us [1]. The
sudden failure and collapse of the I-35W Interstate system bridge
in Minneapolis has raised policy concerns in US Congress regarding
the condition of the nation’s transportation infrastructure [2].
Based on the CRS (Congressional Research Service) Report for Congress [2], in 2006, about 26% of bridges were classiﬁed as either
structurally deﬁcient, functionally obsolete, or both. About 12% of
bridges in that year, approximately 74,000, were classiﬁed as
structurally deﬁcient. To ensure civil structures meeting life-safety
standards over their operational lives, early identiﬁcation and
assessment of structural damage are necessary [3].
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Structural Health Monitoring (SHM) holds promise for monitoring structure performance with an excellent cost/beneﬁt ratio. The
SHM process involves the observation of a structure’s dynamic response measurements from a group of sensors, the extraction of
damage-sensitive features from these measurements, and analysis
of these features to determine the current state of the structure [4].
Damage identiﬁcation is one of the research topics that have been
extensively investigated. The vibration-based damage assessment
of the bridge structures and buildings has been studied since the
early 1980s. Doebling et al. [5] summarized the researches on
the vibration-based damage identiﬁcation and health monitoring.
Sohn et al. [6] reviewed the technical papers in structural health
monitoring, published between 1996 and 2001. Most conventional
structural health monitoring methods are modal analysis based.
Modal parameters, such as natural frequencies, damping ratios,
and mode shape curvature, have been the primary features used
to identify damage in structures. Recently, a number of new approaches, such as statistical pattern recognition [7,8] and neural
network [9–11], have been proposed for the damage diagnosis.
For example, Sohn and Farrar [7] proposed a statistical pattern
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recognition method for the damage diagnosis using time series
analysis of vibration signals. The residual error ratio of ARX models
for test signal and the reference signal is deﬁned as the damagesensitive feature. Lee et al. [9] presented a method for damage
detection in a plate structure and damage localization using neural
network technique.
While a lot of efforts have been made in detecting damages in
structures, few researches have been conducted for the structure
damage classiﬁcation. The damage classiﬁcation is not only in
detecting damage but also to categorize detected damage pattern
to one of a number of possible damage categories. Note that the
term ‘‘pattern” in the paper has the same meaning as ‘‘class” or
‘‘category.” This paper presents an Artiﬁcial Immune Pattern Recognition (AIPR) method for structure damage detection and classiﬁcation. An AIPR-based Structure Damage Classiﬁer (AIPR-SDC) has
been developed for the supervised structure damage classiﬁcation.
This classiﬁcation method can be applied to any problem where
time series are involved. The AIPR-SDC presents a number of
advantages. First, it is adaptive. The type of antibodies and memory
cells can adapt to the antigenic stimulation through clonal selection algorithm. Second, it has learning capability. Different patterns
are recorded in the memory via memory cells. Third, the advanced
selection mechanism allows the classiﬁer to keep best memory
cells in the memory cell set. The AIPR-SDC algorithm is based on
the CLONALG algorithm in [12] and the AIRS in [13]. The contributions of the paper include (1) design memory cell update strategies
to obtain good representatives for each damage pattern, (2) the
modiﬁcation of general AIPR algorithm in order to be able to cope
with time series data, (3) providing an immune inspired solution to
the structure damage classiﬁcation problem. The AIPR-based structure damage classiﬁer has been used to classify structure damage
patterns using a benchmark structure proposed by the IASC–ASCE
(International Association for Structural Control–American Society
of Civil Engineers) SHM Task Group [14] and a three-story frame
provided by Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) [15].
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces basic concepts of natural and artiﬁcial immune systems. Section 3 presents the algorithm design of the AIPR-based structure
damage classiﬁer. Section 4 shows the classiﬁer validation results
and discusses the impact of system parameters on the performance
of the AIPR-SDC. Section 5 concludes the presented work.

2. Natural and artiﬁcial immune systems
The natural immune system is a rapid and effective defense
mechanism for a given host against infections [16]. From a pattern
recognition perspective, the most appealing characteristic of the
immune system is its immune cells (B-cells and T-cells) carrying
surface receptors that are capable of recognizing and binding antigens. When a B-cell encounters a nonself antigen that has sufﬁcient afﬁnity with its receptor (antibody), the B-cell is activated.
It, therefore, undergoes a clonal selection process that generates
B-cells with similar receptors as the activated B-cell. The B-cells
with high antigenic afﬁnities are selected to become memory cells
that remain in the immune system for months or years. The ﬁrst
exposure of a B-cell to a speciﬁc type of antigen triggers the primary response in which the pattern is recognized and the memory
is developed [17]. The secondary response occurs when the same
antigen is encountered again. The memory cell for a speciﬁc antigen that had stimulated in the primary response will respond to
previously recognized antigen in a much shorter time compare to
a newly activated B-cell [18].
The Artiﬁcial Immune Systems (AIS) can be deﬁned as the abstract or metaphorical computational systems developed using
ideas, theories, and components, extracted from the immune

system [19]. The AIS seems best suited to handle the great complexity of the reality [17]. The reason behind this is that the natural immune system incorporates a variety of artiﬁcial intelligence
techniques, such as pattern recognition through a network of collaborating agents (e.g., immune network of B-cells), adaptive learning through memory (e.g., memory B-cells), and an advanced
selection mechanism of the best B-cells [20]. The AIS has found various applications in the ﬁelds of pattern recognition, fault diagnosis,
and intrusion detection. In the pattern recognition area, a number
of researchers have exploited immune concepts for supervised
and unsupervised classiﬁcation [12,13], remote sensing image classiﬁcation [21,22], and medical classiﬁcation problems [23].
Pattern recognition is the scientiﬁc discipline whose goal is the
classiﬁcation of objects into a number of categories or classes
[24]. The pattern recognition method classiﬁes data (patterns)
based on either a priori knowledge or on the statistical information
extracted from the patterns. The patterns to be classiﬁed are usually
the groups of measurements, deﬁning points in an appropriate multi-dimensional space. The measurements used for the classiﬁcation
are known as features. If p features are used fi ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p, these
p features can form a feature vector F ¼ ðf1 ; f2 ; . . . fp ÞT , where T denotes transposition. The generation of the feature vector is problem
dependant, and the feature selection is critical to the success of the
design of a classiﬁcation system. The pattern recognition has two
types: supervised and unsupervised. For supervised pattern recognition, training data for each class are available for the design of the
classiﬁer, while in unsupervised pattern recognition, the class label
information of training data are not available. For the unsupervised
pattern recognition problem, the goal is to cluster ‘‘similar” feature
vectors by unraveling their underlying similarities [24].
3. AIPR-based structure damage detection and classiﬁcation
3.1. An AIPR-based structure damage classiﬁer
This section introduces structure damage classiﬁcation based
on time series data from senor nodes. The classiﬁcation system is
designed using concepts derived from the natural immune system.
The component correspondence between the natural immune system and the AIPR-based structure damage classiﬁer, AIPR-SDC, is
shown in Table 1. The AIPR-SDC algorithm consists of two major
stages as shown in Fig. 1. The ﬁrst stage is the data pre-processing
and feature extraction. In this stage, all the training data (sensor
data) need to be standardized and the feature vectors need to be
generated. In addition, memory cell set and antibody set for all
the classes are initialized. In the second stage, the training antigen
stimulates the antibody set and thus causes some of antibodies to
produce clones. The cloned antibodies are mutated to increase the
afﬁnity level of the antibody set with the invading antigen. The
antibody having highest afﬁnity with the stimulating antigen is
chosen as a candidate memory cell for updating memory cell set.
3.1.1. Major components and parameters of the AIPR-SDC
This section deﬁnes the major components and parameters
used in the AIPR-SDC algorithm.

Table 1
Mapping between the natural immune system and the AIPR-SDC.
Natural immune system

AIPR-SDC

Antibody
Antigens
B-cells
Immune memory
Primary response

Feature vector with class information
Training and classiﬁcation data
Artiﬁcial B-cells
Memory cells
Antigenic stimulation to the antibody set
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Initialization
Measurement Data
Pre_processing

Feature extraction

Memory cell and antibody
set initialization

Training
Evolution of antibody population
using antigenic stimulation

Memory cell update

No

Meet training
stopping criterion
Yes
Damage classification
Fig. 1. The major stages of the AIPR-SDC.

1. Feature vector and feature space: a feature vector is a pdimensional vector consisting of p numerical features to represent an object. A feature space is an abstract space where
the data of each pattern is represented as a point in a pdimensional real vector space Rp . The dimension of a feature
space is determined by the number of features in the feature
vector that describes the patterns. For example, when a time
series is represented by an auto regressive (AR) model of
order p; the feature vector of the time series could be a pdimensional real vector consisting of p coefﬁcients of the
AR model.
2. Antigen: an antigen is a substance that stimulates the generation of antibodies and updates memory cells in the same
class. In artiﬁcial immune pattern recognition systems, an
antigen could be a training or classiﬁcation data that has
two attributes, a feature vector and the class to which the
antigen belongs.
3. Antibody and antibody set: an antibody has the same data
structure (representation) as an antigen. The antibody set
contains nc number of subsets. The number of nc is the number of patterns to be classiﬁed. The antibodies in ith subset
are able to recognize ith pattern.
4. Artiﬁcial B-cell: an artiﬁcial B-cell is analogous to a B-cell in
the natural immune system, which contains antibodies for
recognizing antigens.
5. Afﬁnity: the degree of match between an antigen and an
antibody of a B-cell or a memory cell. The afﬁnity value
depends on the distance between two feature vectors of
two objects (deﬁned in Eq. (12)). Longer distance means
lower afﬁnity, and shorter distance means higher afﬁnity.
In our implementation, the value of the afﬁnity is limited
between 0 and 1.

6. Memory cell and memory cell set: a memory cell is an antibody that has highest afﬁnity with a previously invading
antigen. The memory cell set consists of several subsets.
The number of subsets is equal to the number of patterns.
The memory cells for one class are representatives of this
class and contained in one subset.
7. Matched memory cell ðMC matched Þ: the memory cell that has
the highest afﬁnity with the training antigen in the same
class.
8. Candidate memory cell ðMC candidtaed Þ: the antibody that has
highest afﬁnity with the antigen after the antibody set is
stimulated by the antigen.
9. Clonal value (CV): a value that measures the response of an
artiﬁcial B-cell to an antigen. The clonal value combined
with the clonal rate deﬁned below determines how many
clones are generated for the activated B-cell. This value is
equal to the afﬁnity between an antibody and the stimulating antigen.
10. Mutation value (MV): a value used to indicate the mutation
degree of the feature vector of an antibody.
11. Clonal rate (CR): an integer value used to control the number
of antibody clones allowed for the activated B-cell. The number of clones is CR * CV.
12. Hyper-clonal rate (HCR): an integer value to control the
number of antibodies cloned from the matched memory cell.
13. Memory cell replacement threshold (MCRT): a threshold
value to determine the replacement of an existing memory
cell with the candidate memory cell.
14. Memory cell injection threshold (MCIT): a threshold value to
determine if the candidate memory cell is added into the
memory cell set.
15. MaxABN: the maximum number of the antibodies for each
class in the antibody set.
16. r: the standard deviation of a normal random variable
Nð0; rÞ.
3.1.2. Notational convention
Before introducing the AIPR-based damage classiﬁer in detail,
following notational convention is giving for ease of understanding
the algorithm.
 Let ab denote the single antibody. Let ab.f and ab.c denote the
feature vector and the class (pattern) of the antibody ab, respectively, where ab:f 2 Rp ; ab:c 2 C ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ncg, Rp is a p-dimensional real value space and nc is the number of classes.
 Let ABS denote the Antibody Set that contains antibodies for all
the classes. Let ABSi denote the antibody subset of the ith class
S
such that ABSi ¼ fabjab:c ¼ ig; 1 6 i 6 nc and nc
i¼1 ABSi ¼ ABS.
 Let mc denote the single memory cell. Let mc.f and mc.c denote
the feature vector and the class information of the memory cell,
respectively, where mc:f 2 Rp ; mc:c 2 C ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ncg, Rp is a
p-dimensional real value space and nc is the number of classes.
 Let MCS denote the Memory Cell Set, consisting of memory cells
for all the classes. Let MCSi denote the memory cell subset of the
ith class such that MCSi ¼ fmcjmc:c ¼ ig; 1 6 i 6 nc and
Snc
i¼1 MCSi ¼ MCS.
 Let ag denote an antigen. Let ag.f and ag.c denote the feature vector and the class of the antigen ag respectively, where
ag:f 2 Rp ; ag:c 2 C ¼ f1; 2; . . . ; ncg, Rp is a p-dimensional real
value space and nc is the number of classes.
3.2. AIPR-based structure damage classiﬁer algorithm
3.2.1. Data pre-processing, feature extraction, and initialization
This subsection introduces how to process measurement data,
calculate feature vectors, and initialize the memory cell set and
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the antibody set for the classiﬁer training. The steps of this process
are shown in Fig. 2. The algorithm for each step is described in the
following subsections.
3.2.1.1. Data standardization. The measurement data are standard 
ized to reduce the environmental effects. Let matrix Z ¼ zij mn
denote the time series of measurement data, where each row is
corresponding to the n number of data generated by one sensor
and each column is the measurement data collected by the m sen*
sors at a given time. Let z i ¼ ðzi1 ; zi2 ; . . . ; zin Þ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n denote
the ith row of the matrix Z, which is the measurement
  data of ith
sensor. The standardized measurement data Y ¼ yij mn can be
calculated by Eq. (1):

yij ¼

zij  li

ri

;

j ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; n;

ð1Þ

where yij is the standardized value of the corresponding zij ; li and
*
ri are the mean and standard deviation of the time series z i .
3.2.1.2. Dimensionality reduction using principle component analysis
(PCA) method. For monitoring a structure, multiple sensors are
usually used to collect data from different locations. To extract feature vectors for a local area, time series measurement data sets
from multiple sensors are reduced to lower dimensions by the
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) method. The PCA is a statistical technique that uses a substantially smaller set of uncorrelated
variables to represent the maximum amount of information from
the original set of variables [8]. The PCA method involves the calculation of the eigenvalue decomposition of a data covariance matrix or singular value decomposition of a data matrix, usually after
mean centering the data for each attribute.
Let W denote the m  m covariance matrix of the standardized
time signals Y. The matrix W can be obtained by

W¼

ð2Þ

*

Let ki and v i denote the ith eigenvalue and eigenvector of matrix W,
respectively and k1 P k2 P    P km . Then W; ki and v i satisfy:
*

Wv i ¼ ki v i i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; m;

where eigenvector v is called the ith principal component. In order
to reduce the m-dimensional measurement data set into a d-dimensional data set, Y should be projected onto the eigenvectors corresponding to the ﬁrst d largest eigenvalues:

*

*

*

x ¼ v T1 Y:

ð5Þ

3.2.1.3. Feature extraction using multiple regression analysis. Once
the measurement data Z are compressed into a one dimensional
data set, the next step is to extract the feature vector from the com*
pressed data for the classiﬁcation. Since the compressed data x
consists of a large number of data points, it is not suitable to be
used as a feature vector directly. The auto regressive algorithm is
chosen to model the compressed time series data. Each compressed time series x is ﬁtted to an AR model of order p as shown
in Eq. (6)

xk ¼

p
X

ai xki þ rk k ¼ p þ 1; . . . ; n;

ð6Þ

i¼1

where ai ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; p is the coefﬁcient of the AR model;
rk ; k ¼ p þ 1; . . . ; n is the residual between the measurement data

T
and the AR model value. The vector a ¼ a1 ; a2 ; . . . ; ap , a collection
of the AR coefﬁcients, is selected as the feature vector of the measurement data Z.
There are several ways to calculate the feature vector a, such as
Least Square (LS) and Yule Walker (YW). The LS method is used in
our implementation. Eq. (6) is rewritten as follows:

Aa ¼ b;

*

v 1; v 2; . . . ; v d

T

2

ð7Þ

Y;

ð4Þ

Input: measurement
data

xp



x1

xp


..
.

7
7
7;
7
 5



xn1

xn2

x2

   xnp1

2

xpþ1

3

6 xpþ2 7
7
6
7
b¼6
6 .. 7
4 . 5

ð8Þ

xn

The feature vector a can be calculated as follows:



a ¼ AT A

1

AT b:

ð9Þ

To keep the afﬁnity values within the range of (0, 1), the norm
(length) of the feature vectors of all training and classiﬁcation data
are normalized to the unit hyper-sphere. The normalization process uses the maximum norm of the feature vectors. Let f denote
the feature vector of one measurement data and MaxNorm denote
the maximum norm of all the measurement data, the normalized

T
feature vector fnormalized of f ¼ f1 ; f2 ; . . . ; fp is as follows

fnormalized ¼
Data standardization

3

xp1

6 xpþ1
6
A¼6
6
4 

ð3Þ

*
i

X¼

*

where

1
YY T :
n1

*

where X is the compressed time signals.
In our study, the time series from m number of sensors are compressed into a single time series. It means that all the sensor measurement data are projected onto the principal component that has
*
the biggest eigenvalue. Let v 1 denote the vector that is corresponding to the biggest eigenvalue. So, the relationship between the
*
*
compressed data x ¼ ðx1 ; x2 ; . . . ; xn Þ; v 1 and Y is shown in Eq. (5)

1
f;
MaxNorm

ð10Þ

where MaxNorm ¼ maxf 2all measurement data ðnormðf ÞÞ and normðf Þ ¼
qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
Pp 2 ﬃ
is the norm of the feature vector. Since all the feature
i¼1 fi

Compress data: PCA

Feature extraction: AR

Initialize memory
cell set: kmeans

Initialize antibody set :
random selection

Fig. 2. Data pre-processing, feature extraction, and initialization.

vectors are located within a unit hyper-sphere, the distance between any feature vectors is less than 2, and their afﬁnity is within
the range of (0, 1) based on the afﬁnity deﬁnition given in the Section 3.2.2.1. In the remaining part of the paper, all feature vectors
are referred to the normalized feature vectors.
3.2.1.4. Initialization of antibody set and memory cell set. The initial
antibodies for each class (pattern) are randomly selected from
the feature vectors of the training data in each class since the
bad antibodies will be easily replaced by cloned antibodies that
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have higher afﬁnity with the antigen. For memory cells, however,
the replacement happens only to the candidate memory cells that
meet certain criteria as stated in the later Section 3.2.2.2. To obtain
good representatives for each class when the memory cells are initialized, the k-means algorithm is applied to the corresponding
training data in each class to generate initial memory cells. The
k-means algorithm is used one time for each class. The k-means
algorithm [24] clusters n number of multi-dimensional points into
k partitions, where k < n. The resulting k vectors ci ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; k
are the centroids of k clusters with minimum intra-cluster
variance:

E¼

k X
X


j


i 2

a c ;

y
The feature vector of a
mutated antibody with
norm greater than 1

The feature vector of
the original antibody

ð11Þ

1

where Si is the ith cluster. These k vectors ci are chosen as the initial
memory cells for each class. Since the value k is selected as k ¼ 4,
the initial number of memory cells for each class is 4. The initial
number of antibodies for each class is chosen 10.

The feature vector of a mutated
antibody after norm adjustment

3.2.2. Classiﬁer training process
The goal of the training process is to develop memory cells that
are good feature representations for each pattern. The classiﬁer
training process consists of the antibody set reﬁnement process
(evolution of antibody set) and the memory set reﬁnement process
(update of memory cell set). The ﬂow chart of the training process
is shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 4. Norm check for the mutated antibodies.

where distðb; cÞ is the distance between the feature vectors of b and
c. The probability that an antibody ab is cloned depends on its afﬁnity with the antigen. It means that an antibody with higher afﬁnity
has higher probability to be cloned. The number of the cloned antibodies, CloneNumber, depends on the clonal rate CR and the clonal
value CV. According to the natural immune system, the higher the
afﬁnity, the larger the number of antibodies is cloned. The clonal value CV is the reﬂection of this afﬁnity. We choose the clonal value
being equal to the afﬁnity value. Let CloneNumber denote the number of the cloned antibodies, the value of CloneNumber can be calculated by Eq. (14)

3.2.2.1. Evolution of antibody population using antigenic stimulation. The stimulation of antibody set by an invading antigen will
cause the evolution of the antibody set. The algorithm to evolve
the antibody set by an antigenic stimulation is shown in Fig. 5. Given a training antigen ag, for each antibody ab that is in the same
class as the antigen ag, the afﬁnity between an antibody and the

T
and ag:f ¼
antigen is calculated. Let ab:f ¼ b ¼ b1 ; b2 ; . . . ; bp

T
c ¼ c1 ; c2 ; . . . ; cp denote the feature vectors of an antibody ab

CloneNumber ¼ roundðCR  CVÞ ¼ roundðCR  aff ðab; ag ÞÞ;

ð12Þ
ð13Þ

abmutated :f ¼ ab:f þ MV  /;

i¼1

ð15Þ

A training antigen
ag
Yes

Antibody set:
ABS

Find matched
memory cell

Memory cell set

Update memory
cell set
Clone and mutate
antibody set

More antigen?

No

No
Meet
replacement
criteria?

Yes

Yes
Meet injection
criteria?

Evolve antibody
set

ð14Þ

where roundðÞ is an operator that rounds its value to the closest
integer.
The cloned antibodies undergo an afﬁnity maturation process
that increases the diversity of the antibody set. Let abmutated denote
the mutated antibody, the mutation is performed by mutating the
feature vectors of the cloned antibodies as shown in Eq. (15)

and an antigen ag, respectively. The afﬁnity between an antibody
and the antigen is deﬁned as

Stimulate

B

x

i¼1 aj 2Si

1
aff ðab; agÞ ¼ 1  distðb; cÞ;
2
!12
p
X
disðb; cÞ ¼
ðbi  ci Þ2 ;

A

O

C

Find candidated
memory cell
Fig. 3. The training process of the AIPR-SDC.

No
Output memory
cell set
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Fig. 5. Antibody set clone and mutation process.

where abmutated is the mutated antibody and MV is the mutation value. The mutation value MV is problem dependent. Typically, the
higher the afﬁnity is, the smaller the mutation value. In our implementation, the mutation value MV is deﬁned in Eq. (16)

MV ¼ 1  CV:

ð16Þ


T
In Eq. (15), the vector / ¼ /1 ; /2 ; . . . ; /p is a randomly generated
vector whose dimension is the same as that of the feature vector.
Each element /i of the random vector is a normal random variable




deﬁned by /i  N 0; r2 , where N 0; r2 is a normal random variable with the standard deviation of r.
To make sure that the mutated antibody feature vectors stay
within the unit hyper-sphere, the norm of the feature vector for
each mutated antibody is checked after the mutation. This check
process is necessary because the mutated antibody feature vectors

may extend to the outside of the unit hyper-sphere, which would
cause negative afﬁnity values. If the norm of the mutated feature
vector is greater than 1, Eq. (17) is applied to shrink the feature
vector of the mutated antibody back to the unit hyper-sphere
without changing the direction of the mutated antibody feature
vector. In Eq. (17), normðab:f Þ is the norm of the original antibody
feature vector. The randð Þ is a uniform random function with a vaabmutated :f
is a unit vector
lue within the range of [0, 1]. The term norm
ðab
:f Þ
mutated

at the direction of the mutated antibody feature vector abmutated :f .
As shown in Eq. (18), the norm of the mutated antibody feature
vector
after
applying
Eq.
(17),
normðab:f Þ þ randð Þ
ð1  normðab:f ÞÞ, is greater than original antibody feature vector
normðab:f Þand less than 1. The direction of the adjusted antibody
abmutated :f
, which
feature vector is determined by the unit vector norm
ðab
:f Þ
mutated

is the same as the mutated antibody feature vector. The segment
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AB in Fig. 4 shows the possible range where the resulting feature
~ is the advector of the Eq. (17) could be located, and the vector OC
justed antibody feature vector

abmutated :f ¼ ðnormðab:f Þ þ randð Þ  ð1  normðab:f ÞÞÞ


abmutated :f
;
ð17Þ

normðabmutated :f Þ
0 6 normðab:f Þ 6 normðab:f Þ þ randðÞ  ð1  normðab:f ÞÞ 6 1: ð18Þ
The mutated antibodies are added into the antibody subset that corresponds to the class to which the ag belongs. Since the maximum
number of each antibody subset is limited to MaxABN, the resulting
antibody subset is sorted in a descending order according to the
afﬁnity values of the antibodies with the given antigen. The top
MaxABN number of antibodies is selected to form the evolved antibody set. The rest of antibodies are discarded. The highest afﬁnity
antibody is chosen as the candidate memory cell MC candidate for possible updating of memory cell set, which will be discussed in the
next section.
3.2.2.2. Update memory cells. The candidate memory cell generated
in the antibody evolution process is used to update the memory
cell set to enhance the representation quality of memory cells for
each pattern. The pseudo-code of the memory cell update process
is shown in Fig. 6. The memory cell update occurs in the following
scenarios. First, when the root mean square distance, rms, between
the candidate memory cell and the memory cells in the same class
is greater than a speciﬁed threshold value MCIT, the candidate
memory cell is injected into this class of memory cells. Let
jMCSag:c j denote the total number of the memory cells in the subset
MCSag:c . The rms is calculated by Eq. (19)



rms ¼ RMS dist 1 ; dist 2 ; . . . ; dist jMCSag:c j
vﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ujMCSag:c j
u X
1
2
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ t
dist i ;
jMCSag:c j
i¼1

ð19Þ

where disti ¼ distðmci ; MC candidated Þ; mci 2 MCSag:c ; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; jMCSag:c j
and jMCSag:c j is the number of the memory cells in the subset
MCSag:c . If rms > MCIT, the candidate memory cell is added into
the memory cell subset MCSag:c . According to the second scenario,
the candidate memory cell compares with the matched memory
cell. The matched memory cell ðMC matched Þ is the memory cell that
has the highest afﬁnity with the given antigen in the same class.
To ﬁnd the matched memory cell, the afﬁnity values of the training
antigen with the memory cells in the same class are calculated. The
memory cell that has the highest afﬁnity with the given antigen ag
is chosen as the matched memory cell. Let MC matched denote the
matched memory cell, it can be found by Eq. (20)

MC matched ¼ arg

max

mc mc2MCSag:c

aff ðag; mcÞ:

ð20Þ

If rms 6 MCIT; aff ðMC candidated ; ag Þ > aff ðMC matched ; ag Þ &aff ðMC candidated ;
MC matched Þ > MCRT (a predeﬁned threshold), the candidate memory
cell replaces the matched memory cell. In the third case, if
rms 6 MCIT;aff ðMC candidated ;ag Þ > aff ðMC matched ;ag Þ and aff ðMC candidated ;
MC matched Þ 6 MCRT, the candidate memory cell is also injected into
the memory cell subset MCSag:c .
3.2.3. Damage classiﬁcation process
The memory cells generated in the training process are used to
classify test data during the classiﬁcation process as shown in
Fig. 7. For a damage-pattern-unknown time series data, the afﬁnities between the feature vectors of the measurement data with

Fig. 6. Memory cell set update.
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memory cells in the memory cell set are calculated. The pattern of
the test data is classiﬁed to the same class as the memory cell with
whom the test data has highest afﬁnity.
4. Structure damage classiﬁcation
Two civil structures are used to validate the AIPR-SDC algorithm. One is the benchmark structure proposed by the IASC–ASCE
SHM Task Group, and the other one is a three-story frame provided
by Los Alamos National Laboratory.
4.1. Damage classiﬁcation for benchmark structure proposed by IASC–
ASCE
4.1.1. Benchmark structure
The developed AIPR-based structure damage classiﬁer has been
used to classify structure damage patterns using a benchmark
structure [14] proposed by the IASC–ASCE SHM Task Group as
shown in Fig. 8. The frame is a 4-story, 2 bay by 2 bay steel-frame
scale model structure in the Earthquake Engineering Research Laboratory at the University of British Columbia (UBC) [25]. The structure has 16 accelerometers, 2 x-direction and 2 y-direction per
ﬂoor as shown in Fig. 9. Finite element models based on this structure were developed to generate the simulated data. Five damage
patterns are deﬁned by the ASCE SHM Task Group and four of them
were used in our study. These damage patterns are (1) all braces of
the ﬁrst ﬂoor removed; (2) all braces of the ﬁrst and the third ﬂoor
removed; (3) one brace removed from the ﬁrst ﬂoor; (4) one brace
removed from each of the ﬁrst and the third ﬂoors. The data
generation program is available on the web at http://mase.wustl.
edu/wusceel/asce.shm/.

Fig. 8. Benchmark testing structure [14] (Photo courtesy Prof. Carlos Ventura, UBC).

4.1.2. Data generation and AR order selection
The training and classiﬁcation data are generated for normal
and four damage patterns under various operational conditions.
The excitation force modeled as ﬁltered Gaussian white noise is applied to each ﬂoor as shown in Fig. 9. The ranges of each parameter
and their steps for generating training data are listed in Table 2.
The parameters include the damping, noise level, force intensity,
time step (sampling interval), and the time duration (sampling
time). Total of 1750 scenarios, 350 for each pattern is used to train
Fig. 9. Analytical model of the left side steel-frame structure [25].

Input
classification data
Compress data:
PCA
Feature
extraction: AR
Find the class
category

Memory cell set

Output the class
information

the designed classiﬁer. In addition, the classiﬁcation data under
300 simulation cases are generated for validating the classiﬁer.
The parameter ranges and steps for the generation of classiﬁcation
data are shown in Table 3. The acceleration data from 16 accelerometers are reduced to a single time series using PCA method.
The compressed acceleration data for the normal pattern and the
damage pattern 2 are shown in Figs. 10 and 11 when the damping,
noise level, and force intensity are 0.02, 20, and 100, respectively.
The order of AR models is selected based on the Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC). An AIC is a measure of the goodness of ﬁt of
an estimated statistical model. Given a data set, the model having
the lowest AIC is the best model. For ﬁve data sets used in the damage classiﬁcation, the value of AIC is calculated for different AR

Yes
More classification
data
Table 2
The parameters for generating training data.

No
stop
Fig. 7. Classiﬁcation process of the AIPR-SDC.

Parameters

Damping

Noise level

Force intensity

Time (s)

Range
Step

0.01–0.1
0.01

10–30
5

100–250
25

0–2
1/512
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Table 3
The parameters for generating classiﬁcation data.

AR Order Selection

0

Parameters

Damping

Noise level

Force intensity

Time (s)

Range
Step

0.015–0.1
0.02

12.5–30
5

112.5–250
50

0–2
1/512

AIC valuce

-0.5

6

4

Normal
Damage 1
Damage 2
Damage 3
Damage 4

-1

-1.5

Acceleration

2
-2

0
-2.5

0

5

10

15
Order

-2

20

25

30

Fig. 12. AR order selection using Akaike’s information criterion.
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Fig. 10. The compressed acceleration data for the normal pattern.

Table 4
Comparison of classiﬁcation accuracy with other classiﬁcation algorithms (benchmark structure).
Classiﬁcation
algorithm

AIPR-SDC

SVM

Naive Bayes

KNN-1

KNN-7

Classiﬁcation
success rate

80.2%

85.2%

70%

71%

71%

6

used in the training process, and the classiﬁcation data are used in
the classiﬁcation process for calculating the classiﬁcation success
rate. The system parameters selected for the AIPR-SDC are
CR ¼ 8; r ¼ 0:5; MCRT ¼ 0:985, and MCIT ¼ 0:55. For SVM method, the kernel function is selected to be polynomial; kernel parameter value is 3; and the generalization parameter C equals to 3. In
Section 4.3, we will discuss the impact of system parameters on

4

Acceleration

2

0

-2

-4

-6
0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
1.2
Time (s)

1.4

1.6

1.8

2

Fig. 11. The compressed acceleration data for the damage pattern 2.

orders as shown in Fig. 12. The AR order is selected to be 20 since
the reduction of the value of AIC is small when the AR order is
greater or equal to 20 for all data sets.
4.1.3. Classiﬁcation results
The performance of the AIPR-SDC is validated using the training
and classiﬁcation data described in the previous section. The classiﬁcation accuracy is compared with other classiﬁcation algorithms as listed in Table 4, where SVM stands for support vector
machines and KNN stands for k-nearest neighbor algorithm. The
classiﬁcation success rate is the ratio of correctly classiﬁed classiﬁcation data to the whole set of classiﬁcation data. The training
and classiﬁcation processes are repeated 20 times, and the average
classiﬁcation success rate is listed in Table 4. The training data are

Fig. 13. Three-story frame structure [15].
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Table 6
Comparison of classiﬁcation accuracy with other classiﬁcation algorithms (threestory frame structure).
Classiﬁcation algorithm

AIPRSDC

SVM

Naive
Bayes

KNN1

KNN7

Classiﬁcation success
rate

75.2%

70.9%

69.6%

80.3%

81.3%

feature vectors) are used as the training data and the rest are used
as the classiﬁcation data. The selection of the AR order is also based
on the AIC method. Applying the strategy followed in the case of
the benchmark structure discussed before, the AR order is chosen
to be 18 for this structure.

the classiﬁcation success rate and the number of memory cells to
the AIPR-SDC classiﬁer.
4.2. Damage classiﬁcation for a three-story frame provided by Los
Alamos National Laboratory
4.2.1. Three-story frame structure
The three-story frame shown in Fig. 13 is chosen as a second
structure for the validation of the AIPR-SDC algorithm. The details
of the structure are given in the online documentation at [15]. A
shaker is attached at corner so that both translational and torsional
motions can be excited. The structure is instrumented with 24 piezoelectric single axis accelerometers, two per joint as shown in
Fig. 14. A number of tests have been conducted by the LANL
researchers with different shaker input levels and simulated damages. The acceleration time series of 24 accelerometers are recorded in data ﬁles that are available for the download at [15].
These data ﬁles are named based on the damage location, damage
degree, shaker input level, and the date that the test was
conducted.
4.2.2. Damage pattern selection and feature extraction
Four damage patterns listed in Table 5 and the normal pattern
are selected for the veriﬁcation of the AIPR-SDC algorithm. For each
pattern, ﬁve data ﬁles corresponding to 8-V shaker input are used.
Each data ﬁle contains 24 sensors’ data with 8192 number of data
points for each sensor. To generate feature vectors for each pattern,
the 8192 number of data form 36 of 227-point time series. Time
series for 24 accelerometers are reduced to one time series using
the PCA method. The compressed 36 time series are then ﬁtted into
AR models. Since 36 feature vectors are generated from one ﬁle, a
total of 36 * 5 = 180 feature vectors are created for each pattern.
For the ﬁve patterns used in the validation, the generated feature
vectors are 180 * 5 = 900. One half of the 900 feature vectors (450

Table 5
Selected damage patterns.

4.3. Impact of system parameters on number of memory cells and
classiﬁcation success rate
Figs. 15–20 show the impact of system parameters on the number of memory cells and the classiﬁcation success rate. The values
of parameters used in these plots are CR ¼ 8; r ¼ 0:5;
MCRT ¼ 0:985; MCIT ¼ 0:55 for the IASC–ASCE structure, and
CR ¼ 8; r ¼ 0:5; MCRT ¼ 0:985; MCIT ¼ 0:95 for the LANL structure. The memory cell injection threshold, MCIT, is an important
parameter to control the number of memory cells as shown in
Fig. 15. For both IASC–ASCE benchmark structure and LANL
three-story frame, the number of memory cells is controlled at a
relatively low level when the value of MCIT is greater than a certain
value. This MCIT value is 0.6 for the IASC–ASCE benchmark structure and 0.9 for the LANL three-story frame. This result matches
the memory cell update algorithm shown in Fig. 6. The bigger
the MCIT value, the less chance the candidate memory cell has to
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Damage
patterns
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400

1

The bolts were removed between the bracket and the plate at
location 1C
The bracket was completely removed at location 1C
The bolts were removed between the bracket and the plate at
locations 1C and 3A
The bracket was completely removed at locations 1C and 3A

200

2
3
4

IASC-ASCE
LANL

1400

Number of Memory Cells

Fig. 14. Floor layout [15].

4.2.3. Classiﬁcation results
The performance of the AIPR-SDC is validated using the training
and classiﬁcation data. The classiﬁcation accuracy is compared
with some of other classiﬁers, such as SVM, Naive Bayes, and
KNN as shown in Table 6. The system parameters selected for the
AIPR-SDC are CR = 8, r ¼ 0:5; MCRT ¼ 0:99, and MCIT ¼ 0:90. The
polynomial kernel function is chosen for SVM classiﬁer with kernel
parameter and generalization parameter C equaling to 2.5 and 3,
respectively. The classiﬁcation success rate is the average of 100
training and classiﬁcation cycles.
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Fig. 15. Number of memory cells vs. MCIT.
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Fig. 18. Classiﬁcation success rate vs. MCRT.
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Fig. 20. Classiﬁcation rate vs. r value.
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Fig. 17. Number of memory cells vs. r value.
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Fig. 16. Number of memory cells vs. MCRT.
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be injected into the memory cell set. From the memory cell update
algorithm, we can also see that when the value of the memory cell
replacement threshold, MCRT, is close to 1, the candidate memory
cell has a higher chance to be added into the memory cell set instead of replacing the match memory cell. As a result, the total
number of memory cells increases. This observation is reﬂected
in Fig. 16.
The r value also affects the number of memory cells as shown
in Fig. 17. The parameter r controls the mutation process, and its
value impacts the diversity of the mutated antibody set. When
the value of r is small, the distances between the mutated antibody feature vectors and the original antibody feature vector are
very short. The improvement of the diversity of the mutated antibody set is small, which results in a small amount of candidate
memory cells are injected into memory cell set. When the value
of r turns a little bigger, the distances between the mutated antibody feature vectors and the original antibody feature vector are
getting longer. The number of candidate memory cells to be added
into the memory cell set is also increased. When r reaches to a certain value, the further increase of its value does not have signiﬁ-
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cant improvement of the diversity of the antibody set due to the
unit hyper-sphere constraint. As a result, the number of memory
cells ﬂuctuates.
The value of MCRT has a signiﬁcant impact on the classiﬁcation
success rate. When the MCRT value is small, the classiﬁcation rate
is only about 50–55%. When the value of MCRT is close to 1, the
classiﬁcation rate rises to 75–80%. The parameter MCRT controls
if the candidate memory cell replaces the matched memory cell
based on the afﬁnity between the candidate memory cell and the
matched memory cell as shown in Fig. 6. When the MCRT is small,
the candidate memory cell has a high chance to replace the
matched memory cell. This may cause, sometimes, bad candidate
memory cells replacing good matched memory cells and result in
low classiﬁcation success rate. When the value of MCRT gets bigger,
a candidate memory cell replaces a matched memory cell only
when the candidate memory cell has a high afﬁnity with the training antigen and the matched memory cell. In addition, the candidate memory cell having a high afﬁnity with the training antigen
will be injected into the memory cell set to increase the diversity
of the memory cell set and improve the classiﬁcation success rate.
The drawback of the big MCRT value is that it leads to a big number
of memory cells.
Figs. 19 and 20 show the inﬂuence of clonal rate CR and r value to
the classiﬁcation success rate respectively. For the IASC–ASCE
benchmark structure, the change of clonal rate from 2 to 8 increases
the classiﬁcation success rate from 60% to 80%. For the LANL threestory frame structure, however, the change of the clonal rate does
not have a signiﬁcant impact on the classiﬁcation success rate. The
similar result is observed for the IASC–ASCE benchmark structure
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as shown in Fig. 24 when the number of memory cells is reduced
to around 200 (Fig. 22) through the evolution of antibody set using
the matched memory cell. The value of r also affects the classiﬁcation success rate for the IASC–ASCE benchmark structure. When
the r value is among 0.3–0.6, the classiﬁcation rate is about 80%.
As discussed previously, this range of r value results in a good distribution of memory cells within the unit hyper-sphere. For the LANL
three-story frame structure, the change of the r value does not have
signiﬁcant impact on the classiﬁcation success rate.
4.4. The impact of system performance using matched memory cell to
evolve antibody population
To investigate the system performance using different antibody
evolution approaches, a process to update antibody population
through the matched memory cell is added before the training
antigen stimulate the antibody set. Since the matched memory cell
ðMC matched Þ has the highest afﬁnity with the training antigen in the
same class, it is anticipated that incorporating offspring and mutated antibodies of the matched memory cell into the antibody
set will increase the afﬁnity level of the antibody set with the given
antigen. The algorithm of this process is shown in Fig. 21. Using the
same method described previously to ﬁnd the matched memory
cell. Then, the matched memory cell is cloned. The number of
the cloned memory cell antibodies depends on the Hyper-clonal
rate HCR and the clonal value CV. Similar to the antibody set, the
higher the afﬁnity, the larger the number of antibodies is cloned.
The number of cloned memory cell antibodies CloneNumber can
be calculated by Eq. (21)

Fig. 21. Evolve antibody set using matched memory cell.
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Fig. 22. Number of memory cells with the stimulation of matched memory cell.
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Fig. 24. Classiﬁcation rate with the stimulation of matched memory cell.

CloneNumber ¼ roundðHCR  CV Þ
ð21Þ

100

The cloned memory cell antibodies are mutated to increase the
diversity of the antibody set (note that the cloned memory cell
antibodies will be added into the antibody set). The mutation is
performed by mutating the feature vectors of the cloned memory
cell antibodies as shown in Eq. (22)

90

mcmutated :f ¼ MC matched :f þ MV  /:

ð22Þ

For more details regarding mutation and norm check, please refer to
the antibody set mutation process. The cloned and mutated memory cell antibodies are injected into the antibody subset to which
the given antigen belongs to.
The results of adding the stimulation of matched memory cell to
the antibody set are shown in Figs. 22–25 for the benchmark structure. Each point in these ﬁgures is the average of 10 training and
classiﬁcation cycles. From these ﬁgures, we can see that the stimulation of matched memory cell to the antibody set helps to decrease the number of memory cells. The classiﬁcation success
rate, however, drops a little bit when this process is introduced.
The reason is that the candidate memory cells are very likely
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Fig. 25. Classiﬁcation rate without the stimulation of matched memory cell.

selected from the mutated antibodies of the matched memory cells
in this process. These candidate memory cells may be injected into
the memory cell set or used to replace the matched memory cells.
Since the candidate memory cells are closely related to the original
matched memory cells, the introduction of these candidate memory cells to the memory cell set do not improve the diversity of
the memory cell set signiﬁcantly.
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Fig. 23. Number of memory cells without the stimulation of matched memory cell.

A classiﬁcation algorithm, inspired by the natural immune system, for classifying structure damages is presented in this paper.
The presented classiﬁer is designed based on the novel immune
system characteristics such as adaptation, evolution, and immune
learning. The evolution and immune learning algorithms make it
possible for the classiﬁer to generate a high quality memory cell
set for recognizing various structure damage patterns. The AIPRbased structure damage classiﬁer has been used to classify structure damage patterns using a benchmark structure proposed by
the IASC–ASCE SHM Task Group and a three-story frame provided
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by Los Alamos National Laboratory. The validation results show
that the AIPR-based pattern recognition is suitable for structure
damage classiﬁcation. The veriﬁcation results also show that some
of the system parameters have crucial impacts on the classiﬁcation
performance and the number of memory cells generated for the
classiﬁcation. The comparison study of the classiﬁcation accuracy
to other classiﬁers has also been conducted. For the benchmark
structure, the AIPR-SDC has a higher classiﬁcation success rate
comparing to Naive Bayes classiﬁer and KNN method, and a lower
success rate comparing to the SVM. For the LANL three-story
frame, the AIPR-SDC has a higher classiﬁcation success rate comparing to SVM and Naive Bayes classiﬁers. However, the classiﬁcation success rate of the KNN method is better than that of the AIPRSDC.
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